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Abstract 
Remmel, J.B., Formulas for the expansion of the Kronecker products S,,,,, @ Sc,P_,,rj and 
S<iQ’) @ SoP-‘,r), Discrete Mathematics 99 (1992) 26.5-287. 
The Kronecker product of two homogeneous symmetric polynomials P, and Pz is defined by 
means of the Frobenius map 3 by the formula P, @ Pz = ;F((;F-‘P,)(s-‘P,)). When P, and P2 
are Schur functions S, and S, respectively, then the resulting product S, @ S, is the Frobenius 
characteristic of the tensor product of the irreducible representations of the symmetric group 
corresponding to the diagrams I and J. Taking the scalar product of S, @ S, with a third Schur 
function S, gives the so called Kronecker coefficient C,,, = (S, @S,, S,) which gives the 
multiplicity of the representation corresponding to K in the tensor poduct. In this paper, we 
give an explicit formula for C,,, where K is an arbitrary shape, J is a hook shape, and I is 
either a shape with two parts or a shape whose largest part is of size 2. 
0. Introduction 
Let &(Gsl,) denote the group algebra of the symmetric group on n letters, i.e., 
a(&J = {f: C3), + C} 
where @ denotes the complex numbers. Let %(C!5E) denote the set of class 
functions of &(CSE), i.e., those f E d(an) which are constant on conjugacy 
classes. Then every homogeneous symmetric polynomial P of degree n can be 
written in the form 
P = $ oTs x(a)p;““’ . . . pny”@) 
n 
(0.1) 
where x is a class function uniquely determined by P, pi = Cjxj denotes the ith 
power symmetric function, and vi(o) gives the number of cycles of length i in u. 
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We refer to P as the characteristic of x. The map x+ P defined by (0.1) shall 
simply be written as P = 3~. 
This map was first considered in this connection by Frobenius who proved that 
S, = 8x’ (0.2) 
where S, is the Schur function indexed by the Ferrers diagram I and XI represents 
the irreduicible character of @n corresponding to I. 
The so-called Kronecker product of polynomials is defined in terms of 3 by 
setting 
8 60 p2 = 8X1X2 (0.3) 
where PI = %x1, P2 = %x2, and x&a) = xl(a)xlr(a) for all u E a),. Now if x1 and 
x2 are characters of representations of a”, then x1x2 is the character of the tensor 
product of these representations. Thus the expansion of PI C3 Pz in terms of Schur 
functions gives the multiplicities of the corresponding irreducible characters in 
this tensor product. We let (P, Q ) denote the usual Hall inner product on the 
symmetric functions. Then the coefficient CIJK defined by 
C,,, = (S, @S,> SK> (0.4) 
represents the multiplicity of the irreducible character of 8, corresponding to the 
partition K in the tensor product of the irreducible representations of (6, 
corresponding to the partitions Z and J. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give explicit formulas for CIJK where Z 
corresponds to a Ferrers diagram consisting of two rows or two columns, i.e., 
I = (m, n) or Z = (lk, 2’), .Z is a hook shape, i.e., J = (lp-‘, r), and K is an 
arbitrary partition. The techniques we use to derive our results are mainly 
combinatorial. First we use a general algorithm for expanding S, @ S, in terms of 
Schur functions due to Garsia and Remmel [l] which reduces the problem of 
expanding S, @ S, to computing signed sums of certain products of skew Schur 
functions. In our case, the resulting products of skew Schur functions are 
relatively simple. We are then able to give a neat combinatorial description of the 
coefficients that arise in the expansions of the resulting products of skew Schur 
functions in terms of counting what we call 3-colored diagrams. Thus the result of 
the Garsia-Remmel algorithms reduces the problem of computing CIJK in our 
case to counting a signed sum of 3-colored diagrams. We then define three 
successive involutions on these signed sums of 3-colored diagrams which allow us 
to cancel all the negative terms in our signed sum. These involutions then reduce 
the problem of computing CIIK in our case to counting certain restricted classes of 
3-colored diagrams which we are able to do to get our explicit formulas. We note 
while our techniques do not allow us to give a general combinatorial inter- 
pretation for the CIJK, they do allow us to calculate CIJK in a number of special 
cases. For example, we used similar techniques to find explict formulas for the 
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expansion of SoP-s,s) @ SoPm,,r) in [7] and for the expansion of 
p-1 
c S(lP--r,r) 8 S(F,r) 
r=O 
in [8]. 
One remarkable fact about our formulas for C IIK in the special cases described 
above is that no matter what the sizes of the partitions I, J, and K, CIJK is always 
either 0, 1, 2, or 3. We note a similar phenomenon occurs in [7] where we showed 
that if I and .Z are hook shapes, then C IJK E (0, 1, 2). It thus seems natural to ask 
if there are other classes of shapes I, .Z, and K where the C,, are absolutely 
bounded regardless of the size of the partitions I, .Z, and K. At this point we do 
not know of any other natural classes. We should point out that it is not difficult 
to show that in general CIIK is not absolutely bounded. Indeed, we shall show in 
[9] that even in the case where both I and J have two parts that CllK can be 
arbitrarily large. 
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 1, we shall establish our 
notation and state some basic results about Kronecker products. In addition, in 
Section 1, we shall outline the Garsia-Remmel algorithm mentioned above. Then 
in Section 2, we shall state our explict formulas and give their proof. 
1. Basic formulas and algorithms 
Given a partition I = (ii, . . . , ik) of n where 0 < ii < iz c. . . =S ik and C ij = n, 
we let FI denote the Ferrers diagram of I, i.e., FI is the set of left justified squares 
or cells with i, squares in the top row, i2 squares in the second row, etc. For 
example, 
Given two partitions Z = (il, . . . , ik) and J = ( jl, . . . , jl), we write Z < .Z, if and 
only if k =S I and ik_p s jr-, for p = 0, . . . , k - 1. If Z 6.Z, we let F,,, denote the 
Ferrers diagram of the skew shape J/Z where F,,, is the diagram that results by 
removing the cells corresponding to FI from the diagram FJ. For example, 
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A column strict tableau T of shape J/I is a filling of FJ,, with positive integers so 
that the numbers weakly increase from left to right in each row and strictly 
increase from bottom to top in each column. T is said to be standard if the entries 
of Tare precisely 1, . . . , n where n = IJ/Zl = # cells in F,,,. We let TJII and YTJ,, 
denote the set of all column strict tableaux and standard tableaux of shape J/I 
respectively. Given T E 5j,r, the weight of T, o(T), is the monomial that results 
by replacing each cell with an i in it by xi and taking the product over all cells, For 
example, if 
T= 
1 3 
93 2 
2 2 
1 
then w(T) = xfxzx3. This given, the skew Schur function S,,, is defined by 
SJ,,(X,> x21 . . .I = Tz,,, w(T). (1.1) 
The special case of (1.1) where I is the empty diagram, i.e., I = 0, defines the 
usual Schur function S,. Given T E 9 JII, we shall write sh(T) for the shape of T, 
i.e., sh(T) = J/Z. For emphasis, we shall often refer to those shapes which arise 
directly from partitions J as straight shapes so as to distinguish them among the 
general class of skew shapes. If n is an integer, we shall write S, for the Schur 
function corresponding to the partition of n consisting of one part of size n. 
Given a skew shape or Ferrers diagram D, we shall say D, + . . . + Dk = D is a 
decomposition of D if there exists an increasing sequence of shapes, I = I, < I, < 
. . . <Z, = J such that D = J/Z and Di = Zi/li_, for i = 1, . . . , k. For example, 
(1, 2) + (1, 2, 3,3)/K 2) + (1, 3, 4, 4, 4)/(1, 2, 3, 3) 
is a decomposition of the shape (1,3,4,4,4) corresponding to the increasing 
sequence of diagrams 0 s (1,2) < (1,2,3,3) =Z (1,3,4,4,4). 
Next we need to consider rules to compute the so-called Littlewood- 
Richardson coefficients which are defined by 
g IJK = (sIsJ, sK>. 
Let I * J denote the skew diagram that results from FI and FJ by placing F, on top 
of FJ so that the start of the top row of F, is just below the end of the bottom row 
of FI. For example 
F (1.2)*(2.3) = 
Ftl 
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Then clearly S,, = S,S, so that computing the g,, is just a special case of 
expanding an arbitrary skew Schur function as a sum of Schur functions. Such an 
expansion can be computed via the following version of the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule due to Remmel and Whitney [lo]. 
Skew Schur function expansion rule. To compute S,,, = CK g,,,,&. 
(1) Form the reverse lexicographic filling of J/I, rl(J/Z), which is the filling of 
FJ,, which starts at the bottom right corner of F,,, and fills in the integers 
1, 2, . . . ) n in order from right to left and bottom to top. For example, 
(2) We say a standard tableau T is (J/Z)-compatible if 
(a) Whenever i + 1 is immediately to the left of i in rl(J/Z), then in T, i + 1 
occurs to the southeast of i in the sense that the cell of T which contains i + 1 is 
strictly to the right and weakly below the cell of T which contains i. 
(b) Whenever y is immediately above x in rl(J/I), then in T, y occurs to the 
northwest of x in the sense that the cell of T which contains y is strictly above and 
weakly to the left of the cell of T which contains X. 
Then gJ,l,K is the number of (J/I)-compatible tableaux of shape K. 
It is good to visualize the condition ‘i + 1 southeast of i’ and ‘y northwest of X’ 
respectively by the patterns 
li+l Y X. 
Thus for our example above, conditions (a) and (b) may be summarized by the 
patterns 
23, 45, 21, 43, 65. 
This given, the collection of (J/Z)-compatible tableaux can easily be constructed 
by adding squares labeled 1,2, . . . , n in succession, always maintaining standard- 
ness and obeying each time the conditions (a) and (b). In our example, one is 
naturally led to the tree in Fig. 1 for constructing the (J/Z)-compatible tableaux. 
Having constructed the tree, one can easily read off the expansion of S,,, as 
S,U = c &h(T) 
T (J/I)-compatible 
(1.2) 
where sh(T) denotes the shape of T. Thus in our example, 
So,2,3.3)1(1*2) = q1.1,2,2) + S(23) + S(1,1,1,3) + 2&,2,3) + S(3.3). 
We are now in position to state the key properties of Kronecker products we 
shall need. The following are easily established from the definitions of the 
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Fig. 1. 
Kronecker product: 
s,@s*=&, 
s,. 63 s, = SAP where A’ denotes the conjugate of A, 
(P+Q)@R=P@R+Q@R. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Littlewood [6] proved the following: 
a6where p, r, A, p, are straight shapes. Garsia and Remmel [l] then used (1.7) to 
prove the following: 
where here H, K, and D can be arbitrary skew shapes and the sum runs over all 
decompositions of the skew shape D. In particular, one can easily establish by 
induction from (1.8) that 
&, . * * S,,) 60 SD = SD, - . . SD, (1.9) 
D,+-..+Dk=D,ID,I=ni 
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where the sum runs over all decompositions of D of length k such that lDil= IZ~ 
for all i. 
Then (1.9) allows us to compute S, @ S, by using the Jacobi-Trudi identity (see 
WI). 
SUP = det IS~~,+i)(-#+j~l (1.10) 
where A. = (0 d d, c . . . =Z A,), p = (0 6 p1 c . . . G CL,), and S,, is interpreted to be 
zero if n is negative. 
As an example consider the computation of ?&) C3 So3,3j. First we express 
S (3.3) = det : : =s,s, -s,s, I I 
via the Jacobi-Trudi identity. Then by (1.9), 
s3s3 @ S(13.3) = S3S(1’.3)13 + S(1,2)S(1~,3),(1,2) + S(l’)S(1~,3),(13) (1.11) 
=s~+s%l+sL 
and 
-s(2,4) @ s(13.3) = -s2+,3)/2 - s12s(13.3)412) (1.12) 
Finally we can easily compute (1.11) and (1.12) by our skew Schur function 
Hook Shape Double Hook Shape 
Fig. 2. 
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expansion rule. That is, one can easily calculate that 
-S = 
L 
-%4,2) - S (12.22) - 2q13.3, - =(I,23 
- S(P,‘q - S(23) - S(2,4). 
2. The computation of SC_) 63 SCY-r,rJ 
In this section we shall state and prove our explict formulas for the Kronecker 
product S, 8) S, where A is a partition with two rows and p is a partition of hook 
shape, i.e., p = (I’, p - r) for some r. We say a partition y is a double hook if the 
Ferrers diagram of y results by placing a hook shape on top of a larger hook 
shape, i.e., if y = (lk, 2’, m, n) where 2 c m G n. See Fig. 2. 
We note also that if LY is a partition whose Ferrers diagram has two columns 
and /MI is a hook shape, then S, OS6 = S,. 8 S,. by (1.5). But then CX’ is a 
partition with two parts and /I’ is a hook so that our results also include explicit 
formulas for S, @ S, for such (Y and p. 
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First we shall deal with the trivial cases of the expansion of SC_,nj 8 SCIPm,,rj. Of 
course, we shall assume p 2 3 since all cases for p = 1 or 2 are trivial. Now if 
m = 0, p - r = 0, or r = 1 we can use formulas (1.3) and (1.4) to show that 
SoP-‘.r) if m = 0, 
S(m,n) 8 Somr,y) = 
i 
S@%n) if p - r = 0, (2.1) 
Sc1~-m,2mj if r = 1. 
Next suppose m = 1. Then by the Jacobi-Trudi identity, SCl,P--lj = S,S,_, -S,. 
Thus 
So,p--l) @ SoP-‘,r) = &&-I (8 S[lPm’.r) - S, @ S(IPm’.r) 
= S,S,_, 8 SoP-‘,r) - SoP-‘,+ (2.2) 
To evaluate SISP_l 8 So~r,,j, we can use the Garsia-Remmel rule (1.9) plus the 
fact that the only decomposition D, + Dz of (lP-‘, r) is where D1 = (1) and 
D2 = (lp-‘, r)/(l). Thus assuming p - r 3 1 and r 2 2, we have 
SIS,-1 @ So-‘.,) = SISoP~‘.r)I(l) = SISoP+-I). (2.3) 
The RHS of (2.3) is easily evaluated using our Schur function multiplication rule. 
Thus in the case m = 1, we obtain the following results. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume p 2 3 and r 2 2. Then: 
(i) Scl,p--lj 8 Sc~,~--lj = S, + SCI.~-I) + SCP.~-Z) + x(p 2 4)S~2,~--2). 
(ii) If p - r 2 2, then 
Here we use the convention that if A is a statement, x(A) = 1 if A is true and 
x(A) = 0 if A is false. 
Next we state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.2. Let cA = (SC,,,, 8 SclP~~,rj, Sn) where 2 c m s n, 1 sp - r, 2 c r, 
and m + n =p, Then: 
(i) cA = 0 if A. is not a hook or a double hook. 
(ii) if A = ( lpPk, k) is a hook then : 
(a) cn=Oifk${r-l,r,r+l}, 
(b) c, = x(m c min(r, p - r + 1)) if h = (lp--rtl, r - l), 
(c) c, = x(m C min(r, p - r + 1)) + x(m =5 min(r, p - r)) if A = (lp-‘, r), 
(d) c, = x(m c min(r, p - r)) if A = (lp-‘-‘, r + 1). 
(iii) if A = (l”, 2’, u, V) is a double hook where 2 G u < v, then : 
(a) cA = 0 if p - r $ {s + 2t, s + 2t + 1, s + 2t + 2, s + 2t + 3}, 
(b) cI = x(u s m - t =s min(u, u + s)) if p - r = s + 2t, 
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(c) c, = x(l.4 + 1 < m - C s min(u + s, v + 1)) 
+X(u<m-tCmin(u+s+l,v))[l-X(m-t=v=u+s)] 
+x(u-lcm-t < min(u + s - 1, u - 1)) ifp - r = s + 2t + 1, 
(d) cl, = x(u + 1 Cm-_tmin(u+s+l,v+l)) 
+X(uCm-tCmin(u+s-1,v)) 
+ ~(24 - 1 Cm - t =s min(u + s, v - 1)) if p - I = s + 2t + 2, 
(e) cA=X(usm-tCmin(v,u+s))ifp-r=s+2t+3. 
Proof. By the Jacobi-Trudi identity, S,,,,,, = S,S, - S,+,S,+,. Thus 
S(m,n) 8 SoP--r,y) = S,S, 8 SoP--r,y) - S,-,S”,, @ SoP-‘,r). (2.4) 
Next we apply the Garsia-Remmel formula (1.8) to the terms on the RHS of 
(2.4). Thus for a E {m - 1, m}, 
S,S,-, C9 So-‘,r) = c (S, @ SD,)(S,-, 8 SD,). (2.5) 
D,+&=(lp-‘,r),~o,~=a 
Now the decompositions of the hook shape (lp-‘, r) are very simple as one can 
see in Fig. 3. Because S,, @ SD = SD for any skew shape D, it follows that 
s,s,-, 63 s(IP-‘,r) = T Sr-_kS,P~‘~n+~S(*‘~‘,k) (2.6) 
where the sum runs over all k such that the hook (laPk, k) fits inside (lP-‘, r), 
i.e., k must satisfy 1 s k G a, k c r, and a - k <p - r. 
Next we shall apply our Schur function multiplication rule to expand a typical 
term in the sum on the RHS of (2.6). Now the reverse lexicographic filling for the 
skew shape (Y corresponding to the product S,-kSIP~,~Y+*S~l’~“,k) is pictured in Fig. 
4. It is then easy to see from our skew Schur function expansion rule that the only 
cu-compatible tableaux will have the following properties. 
(I) The numbers 1 through k will be in the first row and the numbers 
k+l,..., a will be in the first column so that we can recover the hook shape 
(la-“, k) by looking at the shape occupied by the numbers 1, . . . , a. 
(II) The numbers a + 1, . . . , I =p - I + k are placed along the outside of the 
hook so that no two cells containing numbers in this range lie in the same row and 
the numbers increase from bottom to top. 
D1 = (F-k, k) 
= sip-‘-(.-k) . ST--k. 
k 
Fig. 3. Decompositions of the hook shape (lP-‘, r), 
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blue -P . .!?+l 
9. R red 
white - . 
Fig. 4. The reverse lexicographic filling for S,_*SLP~,~~+~S~lo-t,k). Let 1 =p - r + k. 
(III) The numbers 1 + 1, . . . , p are placed along the outside of the shape 
corresponding to the numbers 1, . . . , 1 in such a way that no two cells containing 
numbers greater than 1 lie in the same column and the numbers in such cells 
increase from left to right. 
Now it follows from (I)-(III) that the a-compatible tableaux for skew shapes a 
corresponding to terms on the RHS of (2.6) correspond exactly to what we shall 
call 3-colored diagrams T for m and r which consist of Ferrers diagrams whose 
cells are colored white, red and blue in such a way that: 
(A) the white cells are in the shape of a hook (lnPk, k) where a E {m - 1, m} 
and lcksa, ksr, anda-ksp-r, 
(B) the red cells lie along the boundary of the while cells in such a way that no 
two red cells lie in the same row and w,,,(T) + r(T) = p - r + 1 where w,,,(T) = 
number of white cells which lie in the first column of T and r(T) = number of red 
cells in T, 
(C) the blue cells lie along the boundary of the white and red cells in such a 
way that no two blue cells lie in the same column. 
In Fig. 5 a 3-colored diagram is produced from an a-compatible tableau by 
coloring the cells with numbers 1, . . . , a white, coloring the cells with numbers 
a+l,... , p - r + k red, and by coloring the cells with numbers p - r + k + 
1, . . . , p blue. Vice versa, it is easy to see that given a 3-colored diagram for m 
and r there is a unique way to number the cells so as to produce an cu-compatible 
tableau. 
We let %ZJ(m, r) denote the set of all 3-colored diagrams for m and r. Given 
T E %9(m, r), we let w(T), w,,~(T), and w,,~(T) denote the total number of 
white cells in T, the number of white cells in column k of T, and the number of 
white cells in row k of T respectively. We let b(T), b,,(T), and b,,(T) denote 
the corresponding quantities for the number of blue cells in T and r(T), rr,JT) 
and r,,k(T) denote the corresponding quantitites for the number of red cells in T. 
We let sh(T) denote the shape of T. It follows from (2.4) that if w(T) = m, then 
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Fig. 5. A typical wcompatible tableau and corresponding 3-color diagram. a 5 j c 1 L 1 up. 
T corresponds to a positive term on RHS of (2.4) and if w(T) = m - 1, then T 
corresponds to a negative term on the RHS of (2.4). Thus we define the sign of 
T, sign(T), by setting sgn(T) = (-l)m--w(T). We then have proved the following. 
Lemma 2.3. 
(2.7) 
Note that it follows immediately from Lemma 2.3 that c, = 0 if A is not a hook 
or a double hook since all T E %9(m, r) have the shape of a hook or double 
hook. 
Next we shall define two involutions on %9(m, r) which will have the effect of 
cancelling almost all negative terms on RHS of (2.7). Our first involution I1 is 
quite simple. Given T E %9(m, I) with w(T) = m, we let T* denote the colored 
diagram which results from T by changing the color of the topmost white cell in 
the first column to red. Similarly if T E %9(m, r) and w(T) = m - 1, we let T* 
denote the colored diagram which results from T by changing the color of the 
lowest red cell in the first column to white if there is such a red cell. If there is no 
such red cell, we say T* is not defined. Clearly if T* is defined, then (T*)* = T. 
We then define Z, : %9(m, r) -+ %9(m, r) by 
z1(T)=IF 
* if T* E %9(m, r), 
if T* $ %9( m, r) or T* is not defined. 
W) 
It is easy to see from our definitions that if Z,(T) # T, then sgn(T) = -sgn(Z1( T)), 
sh(T) = sh(Z,(T)), and Z,(Z,(T)) = T. Thus if Z,(T) # T, then 
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Hence our involution Z, shows that 
Next we analyze the fixed point set of Zi, %&(m, I) = {T E %g(m, r) 1 Z,(T) = 
T}. Now if T E %B(m, I) and w(T) = m, then it is easy to see that the only way 
T* can fail to satisfy conditions (A), (B), and (C) is if either (i) the hook of white 
cells is of the form (m) and hence changing the top white cell in column 1 results 
in cell (1, 1) being colored red in T* or (ii) the hook of white cells is of the form 
(lmPk, k) where k < m but the top white cell in column 1 is next to a red cell so 
that changing the top white cell in column 1 to red results in two red cells in the 
same row of T*. 
Similarly it is easy to check that if T E %9(m, I), w(T) = m - 1, and T* is 
defined, then T* E %9(m, r). Thus if w(T) = m - 1, then Z,(T) = T iff T has no 
red cell in the first column. It follows that T E %C?&(m, I) iff T satisfies conditions 
(A), (B), and (C) above plus one of the following conditions: 
(Dl) w(T) = m and all the white cells of T lie in the first row of T, 
(D2) w(T) = m, the white cells of T are in the shape of a hook (I”-‘, k) 
where k < m, and the top-most red cell in column 2 of T is in the same row as the 
top-most white cell in column 1 of T, 
(D3) the white cells of T are in the shape of a hook (lm-‘-k, k) and there are 
no red cells in column 1 of T, i.e., r,, ,( T) = 0. 
Next we define a second involution Z2: %Bd,(m, r)+ %Bl(m, r). Now suppose 
that we are given T E %9,(m, r) with w(T) = m. If we want to pair off T with an 
element T+ E %Bl(m, r) where w(T+) = m - 1, we have little choice for Tf. 
Since r,,,(T+) must be 0, we must first change all the red cells in the first column 
to white to form a colored diagram T’. Now we still have r(T’) + w,.,( T’) = 
p--r+ 1 but we now have w(T’) =m +rc,l(T). Thus to form T+, we must 
eliminate r,,,(T) + 1 white cells in the first row by changing the last r,,,(T) + 1 
white cells in the first row to blue and then bringing any red cell in the first 
row past these new blue cells so that the red cells precede all the blue cells. 
See Fig. 6(a) for an example of T+ in this case. For Tt to exist a;rd have the 
white cells in the shape of a hook, we need only that w,,,(T) 2 r,,,(T) + 2. 
However, Tf may still not be in CeL?&(m, r) because we may have a blue 
cell in the first row of Tf directly beneath a red or blue cell in T+. To state 
precisely what conditions on T ensure T+ E %9,(m, r), we need to define two 
more statistics on T. Let t,(T) denote the length of the kth row of T. We 
then define 
fl(T) + 1 
fa,(T) = [j 
if T has no blue cells in the first row, 
if the first blue cell in row 1 of T is in cell (1, j), 
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(a)m=8, r=7,p=17, andw(T)=m 
T= 
b 
r 
r 
w r 
T+ = 
wr b 
wwwwwwrbb 
(b) m = 8, r = 6, p = 17, and w(T) = m - 1 
T= WI T+ = 
W 
w b 
w r 
W w w r b b b b b 
b 
W 
W 
w r 
wr b 
wwwrbbbbb 
Fig. 6. The correspondence T+ T+. 
and 
k%,(T)= k 
I 
j if the last blue cell in row 2 of T is in 
cell (2, j) and j 2 1 + r,,,(T), 
if there are no blue cells in the 2nd row 
of T and the last red cell in row 2 is in 
cell (2, k) and k 2 1 + r,,,(T), 
1 + r,,,(T) otherwise. 
We claim T+ E %91(m, r) iff p,(T) - t&(T) 3 r,,,(T) + 2. First observe that 
r,,,(T) E (0, l} since no two red cells can lie in the same row. Note also that 
p,(T) - r,,,(T) - 1 = h is the column number of the first blue cell in row 1 of T+. 
Note that our assumption that m 2 2 ensures that there is at least one white cell in 
every 3-colored diagram so that cell (1,1) must always be colored white in T+. 
Now if there is a red cell in row 1 of T, i.e., if r,,,(T) = 1, then clearly h 3 3. Note 
that h 2 3 also ensures that the red cell in row 1 of T+ lies in column h - 1~ 2. 
Thus if there is a cell (2, h - 1) in T+ which covers the red cell in row 1 of T+, 
cell (2, h - 1) must be colored either red or blue. Hence the red cell in row 1 will 
not cause any problems with T+ being in %‘9r(m, r). If there is no red cell in row 
1, then we must have h 2 2. Thus in any case we must have h > 1 + r,,,(T). The 
only other condition we need to worry about is that no blue cell in row 1 of T+ is 
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covered by a red or blue cell in row 2. This condition is ensured by h being larger 
than the last column which contains a red or blue cell in row 2 of T. Thus 
T+ E %‘91(m, I-) iff h > [b,(T) 
or equivalently if j%,(T) - t’b,( T) 2 r,,,(T) + 2. 
Given T E %Ba,(m, r) with w(T) = m - 1 we would like to define T+ so that 
T+ E %9&(m, r), w(T+) = m and (T+)+ = T. 
Thus we must reverse the steps of our previous case. That is, for such a T we start 
at the top of the white cells in the first column of T and change all the white cells 
to red stopping only when a white cell is next to a red cell or the white cell is in 
the first row. If we changed k while cells in the first column to red, then we need 
at least k + 1 blue cells in the first row of T which we can change to white and 
then we bring in these white cells past any red cells in the first row to form T+. In 
this case it is not difficult to check that if T+ is defined then T+ E %5JI(m, r), 
w(T+) = m, and (T+)+ = T. See Fig. 6(b) for an example of T+ in this case. Thus 
we define our second involution Z, on %9~(rn, r) by 
zz(T) = ( ‘T 
+ if T+ E %Bd,(m, r), 
otherwise. 
(2.10) 
Then as was the case with Z,, it is easy to check that Zz( T) # T implies 
sgn( T) = -sgn(Z,(T)), sh(T) = sh(Z,( T)), and Z,(Z,(T)) = T. We let 
%‘9$(m, r) = {T E %2&(m, I) 1 Z,(T) = T} 
be the fixed point set of Z2. Then Z, shows 
(2.11) 
Thus we must analyze the elements of %?&(m, r). Now if T E %9d,(m, r) and 
w(T) = m, then we have already proved that T+ E %9&(m, r) if and only if 
J&(T) - &(T) c r,,l (T) + 1. Next suppose T E %‘9a,(m, r) and w(T) = m - 1. 
Let tr,( T) = j if the top red cell in column 2 of T is in row j and tr2( T) = 1 
otherwise. Then to form T+ we will change x = w,,,(T) - tr,(T) cells in the first 
column from white to red and we need at least x + 1 cells in the first row of T to 
be blue. Thus Z,(T) = T only if x 3 b,,(T). We claim this can happen only if 
m = n. That is, since m s n and we have m - 1 white cells in T, we have 
n+l=r(T)+b(T). N ow the maximum number of red and blue cells we can 
have for such a T is when x = b,,,(T), there is a blue cell at the top of every 
column of T, and there is a red cell in the first row. We have pictured this 
situation in Fig. 7. It is then easy to see that for such T, r(T) + b(T) = w(T) + 2. 
But since m c n, n + 1 = r(T) + b(T) 2 m + 1 = w(T) + 2. So we see that we can 
have a fixed point T E %&(m, r) with w(T) = m - 1 only if m = n. 
We are now in position to evaluate SC,,,, 8 Sop--r,yj by counting the 3-colored 
diagrams in G.B2(m, r). We start by assuming m St n because in that case we know 
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5 
Fig. 7. The maximum number of red and blue cells for T E %‘9,(m, r) with w(T) = m - 1 and 
x = w,,,(T) - t5V) ~&,I(0 
there are no negative terms appearing on the RHS of (2.11). We can then 
summarize the conclusion derived from our involutions Z, and Z, as follows. 
Lemma2.4. Suppose2Gm<n,p-r?=l, ra2, andm+n=p. Then 
S(m.4 60 S(IP-‘,g = c &h(T) (2.12) 
TEu(m,r) 
where U(m, r) consists of all 3-colored diagrams T such that 
(a) the white cells of T are in the shape of a hook (lmPk, k) where 1s k < r and 
m-kcp-r, 
(b) the red cells of T lie along the boundary of the white cells of T so that no two 
red cells lie in the same row and r(T) + m - k = r(T) + w,,,(T) - 1 =p - r, 
(c) the blue cells of T lie along the boundary of the white and red cells of T so 
that no two blue cells lie in the same column, 
(d) either m - k = 0 or the top red cell in column 2 of T is in the same row as the 
top white cell in column 1 of (T), 
(e) f&(T) - lbz(T) c r,,,(T) + 1. 
First we shall establish our formulas in the case of hook shapes. Note that it 
follows from condition (d) of Lemma 2.4 that the only way T E U = U(m, r) can 
have a hook shape is if the hook of white cells is of the form (m). That is, if the 
hook of white cells is of the form (I”-‘, k) where m - k 2 1, then condition (d) 
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asserts there is a red cell in row m - k + 1 of column 2 of T which forces sh(T) 
not to be a hook. This given, we picture in Fig. 8 the four possible cases for T E U 
of hook shape depending on whether or not there is a red cell in the first row 
and/or a blue cell in the first column, i.e., whether r,,,(T), b,,,(T) E (0, l}. Note 
that in all four cases we must have p - r = r(T) by condition (b). Also in all four 
cases, 
fa,(T)=m+r,,,(T)+ 1 and f&(T)=1 +r,,,(T) 
so that y =fb,(T) - k’&(T) = m. Thus condition (e) becomes m s r,,,(T) + 1. 
Finally condition (a) also imposes the condition that m s r in all four cases. Thus 
each case will contribute a term to the RHS of (2.12) only if m G min(r, r,.,(T) + 
1). 
It is then easy to see from Fig. 8 that case (a) contributes a factor of 
x(m S min(r, p - r + l))Sop-r,,j, 
case (b) contributes a factor of 
x(m 6 min(r, p - r + l))SoP~,+~,r_Ij, 
case (c) contributes a factor of 
x(m 6 min(r, p - I))S~,~-~-I,~+~~ 
and case (d) contributes a factor of 
x(m 6 min(r, p - r))SC,,-,,, 
to the RHS of (2.12). Thus in the case where 
m #n, CA = e&l) @ +‘,I), Sk> 
for A a hook is as claimed in the statement of Theorem 2.2. 
We claim that if m = n, there are no T E %?&(m, I) where w(T) = m - 1 and 
sh(T) is a hook so that in fact our formula is correct for all values of m and n. 
That is, if T E %!3&(m, r), w(T) =m - 1, and sh(T) is a hook, then our 
definitions force tr2(T) = 1. Then the key restriction for T to be in 5%@,(m, r) 
becomes 
x = w,,,(T) - tr2(T) = w,,] - 1 3b6,,,(T). 
Since there are no red cells in the first column of T, the maximum number of red 
and blue cells in T is when there is a red cell in row 1 and a blue cell in column 1. 
In that case 
r(T)+b(T)=2+b,,(T)s2+wc,,(T)-l=sw(T)+l 
But if m =n and w(T)=m - 1, then r(T)+b(T)=m + 1~ w(T)+2. Thus 
there can be no T E %3z(m, r) of hook shape if w(T) = m - 1. 
Finally we consider the case of double hooks A. = (l”, 2’, U, w) where 2 G u =G V. 
Again we start by considering the case where m # n. We claim that for T of shape 
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Ibl 
x=p-r 
1 
1 
x=p-r- 1 
I 
r 
w . . . wlb *.. Ih 
y=m 
b 
r 
I‘ 
. . . 
Iu, 
wb ..*b 
y=m 
(d) 
r 
1 r 
w . . . wr b . . . b 
x=p-r- 1 
1 
y=m 
w . . . wrb . ..b 
y=m 
Fig. 8. The diagrams of hook shapes in U(m, r), x = r,,,(T), y =fb,(T) - t’b,(T) = m. 
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(I) b,,,(T) = b,,,(T) = 0. (II) b,,,(T) = 1, b,,(T) = 0 
(III) b,,,(T) = 0, b,,,(T) = 1 (IV) b,,(T) = b,,,(T) = 1 
Fig. 9. T of shape (l”, 2’, u, v) in U. 
(Y, 2’, u, v), T is completely determined once we know whether there are blue 
cells in the first two columns. That is, there are four possibilities for T E U(m, r) 
with sh(T) = A. depending on the values of b,,,(T), b,,,(T) E (0, l}. We picture 
these four possibilities in Fig. 9. For example, suppose T is in case (I) of Fig. 9 
where b,,,(T) = b,,,(T) = 0. Then we know all the cells (2,2) to (2 + t, 2) in the 
second column of T must be colored red. But by condition (d), if top red cell in 
column 2 is in row 2 + t, then the top white cell in column 1 must be in row 2 + t. 
But this means the hook of white cells is of the form (ll+r, m - t - 1). But then 
the remaining s cells in the first column must be red. This means that the total 
number of red cells is r(T) = s + 1 + t + r,,,(T). But then the condition that 
r(T) + w,, I( T) = p - r + 1 is equivalent to 
p - r = s + 2t + 2 + r,,,(T). (2.13) 
Thus a T in case (I) where T E U(m, r) and sh(T) = (l”, 2’, u, v) can exist only 
if p - r E {s + 2t + 2, s + 2t + 3). Similar calculations will show that p - r is also 
restricted for T E U(m, r) and sh(T) = (l”, 2’, U, v) to exist in the other cases. We 
summarize the restrictions on p - r in each case below. 
Case I: p - r c {s + 2t + 2, s + 2t + 3). 
Case II: p - r c {s + 2t + 1, s + 2t + 2). 
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Case III: p - r E {s + 2t + 1, s + 2t + 2). 
Case IV: p - r E {s + 2t, s + 2t + l}. 
It follows that coS,21,U,v) = 0 unless s + 2t up - r G s + 2t + 3 as claimed. Next 
we shall analyze each of the four possibilities for p - r in turn. Now suppose 
p - r = s + 2t. Then the only T E U(m, r) with sh(T) = (l”, 2’, U, v) must be as 
pictured in Case IV. That is, b,,,(T) = b,,,(T) = 1. Moreover, r,,,(T) + r,,,(T) + 
w,,,(T) =s + t + t + 1 =p -r + 1 so that r,,,(T) = 0. Also it is easy to see from 
the picture that the hook of white cells is of the form (l’, m - t). Thus in this case 
and in fact in all other cases, the value of p - r forces which cells of T must be 
colored red and white and hence the color of all the cells is forced. We then need 
to check only two more conditions for such a T to be an element of U(m, r) and 
hence to contribute 1 to c(~~,~:~,~). That is, first we must check that there are 
enough white cells in row 1 of T to ensure no blue cell in row 1 is under a red or 
blue cell in row 2. In this case, it is easy to see from the picture that we need at 
least u white cells so we must have u G m - t. Of course, we can never have more 
than ZJ white cells in row 1 so that restrictions on the white cells in row 1 forces 
u G m - t G II. Finally we must ensure condition (e) of Lemma 2.4 is satisfied. 
Now either the first blue cell in row 1 is in column m - t + 1 if m - t < I_J or 
m - t = v and there is no such blue cell. In either case our definition ensures 
p,(T) = m - t + 1. One can also see that fb2(T) = u and rc,i( T) = s. Thus 
condition (e) forces $5 i(T) - 8b2( T) = m - t + 1 - u s r,, 1( T) + 1 = s + 1 or 
equivalently m - t s u + s. Thus such a T E lJ(m, r) exists iff u G m - t G 
min(u +s, .v) so that 
c(1s,2:u,u) = x(u s m - t G min(u + s, v)) if p - r = s + 2t. (2.14) 
Next suppose p - r = s + 2t + 1. It is easy to see that under such circumstances 
T E U(m, r) with sh(T) = (l”, 2’, U, v) must be either in Case II, Case III, or Case 
IV. In each case we can go through the same type of reasoning as above to show 
that the colors of all cells are forced and we have two additional conditions arising 
from restrictions on the number of white cells in row 1 of T, w,,,(T), and from 
condition (e). We shall summarize this information for each case in Table 1 by 
giving the shape of the hook of white cells which we denote by sh(w(T)), the 
Table 1 
p-r=s+2t+l Case II Case III Case IV 
sh(w(T)) 
r,,dT) 
r,.,(T) 
P,(T) 
e&(T) 
I wr,l(v 
1, 
(If+‘, m-t-l) (l’,m-t) (l’, m -t) 
s-l s+l s 
0 0 1 
m-t m-t+1 m-t+1 
u u u 
ucm-t-lcu uSm-tcu u-lSm-tSv-1 
m-tsu+s m-tcu+s+l m-tcu+s-1 
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values of r,,,(T), ~,,I(T), PI(T), and t%,(T), the inequality forced on w,,,(T) 
denoted by Z,+,(T) and the inequality forced by condition (e) denoted by Z,. 
Given Table 1, we see that if p - r = s + 2t + 1, then there is a T E U(m, r) 
with sh( T) = (l”, 2’, u, v) such that T is in Case II iff u + 1 S m - t S min(u + S, 
u + l), T is in Case III iff u <m-_tmin(u+s+l,v), and Tis in Case IViff 
u-lcm-t<min(u+s-l,v-1). Thusifp-r=s+2t+l, then 
c(~~,~~,~,“) = (24 + 1 S m - t S min(u + S, v + 1)) 
+ ~(24 G m - t S min(u + s + 1, v)) 
+ ~(24 - 1 G m - t S min(r.4 + s - 1, Y - 1)). (2.15) 
Next we assume p - r = s + 2t + 2. In this case any T E U(m, r) with sh(T) = 
(1”, 2’, u, v) must be either in Case I, Case II, or Case III. Again we summarize 
the information to determine if such a T exists, see Table 2. 
Thus if p - r = s + 2t + 2, then there is a T E U(m, I) with sh(T) = (l”, 2*, u, v) 
such that T is in Case I iff u + 1 G m - t G min(u + s + 1, 21 + l), T is in. Case II iff 
ucm-_tmin(u+s-l,v), and Tis in Case III iff u-lsm-_tmin(u+s, 
v-l). Thusifp-r=s+2t+l, then 
coS,zf,U,vj = x(u + 1 G m - t S min(u + s + 1, v + 1)) 
+X(uSm-tSmin(u+s-1,v)) 
+ x(u - 1 <m - t G min(u + S, v - 1)). (2.16) 
Finally suppose p - r = s + 2t + 3. Then we see that there is a T E U(m, I) with 
sh(T) = (l”, 2’, u, v) only if T is in Case I. In that case it is easy to check that 
sh(w( T)) = (I’+‘, m - t - l), r,,,(T) = s> r,,*(T) = 1, fb,(T)=m--t+l, 
&(T)=u, Z,,,,,(T)=u-lsm-t-l<v-1, andZ,=m-tcu+s. Thussuch 
a Texistsiff uSm-lSmin(u+s,v). Henceifp_r=s+2t+3, then 
c(~~,~~,~,~) = x(u G m - t S min(u + S, v)). (2.17) 
Note that in the case where m # rz, our calculation of c* agrees with what is 
given in the statement of Theorem 2.2 except possibly in Case (iii.c) where we 
have a factor of 
X(uSm-tGmin(u+s+l,v))[l-X(m-t=v=u+s)] 
Table 2 
p-r=s+2t+2 Case I Case II Case III 
sh(w(T)) 
r,,,(T) 
r,,dT) 
fb,(T) 
MT) 
I w,1m 
4 
(I’+‘, m-t-l) (l’+‘,m-f-1) (l’, m - t) 
s s-1 s+l 
0 1 1 
m-t m-t+1 m-t+2 
u IA IA 
usm-t-1su u-lSrn-t-l<v-1 u-lSrn-tsu-1 
m-t<u+s+1 m-tcu+s-1 m-tSu+s 
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instead of x(u Cm-_tmin(u+s+l,v)). But note that if m-_=u==+s, 
then m=c+v=~+u+s and n=p-m=s+2t+u+v-(t+v)=t+u+s. 
That is, if m # n, 
l--(m-L=u=u+s)=l 
so in fact we have proved Theorem 2.2 in the case m # n. 
To complete the proof, we must show that the term [l - X(m - t = u = u + s)] 
compensates for the negative terms which appear in %572(m, I-). That is, in the 
case where m = n, 
%&(m, I) = r/(m, r) U {T E %?&(m, r) ( w(T) = m - l} 
so that 
%l,m) @ +*q = c &h(R) - c &h(T) (2.18) 
R~U(rn,r) T~%%(m,r) 
w(T)=m-I 
Now recall that the elements of %&(m, r) with w(T) = m - 1 are pictured in Fig. 
7. Now if such a T is of shape (l”, 2’, U, V) where 2 c u s ZJ, then it is easy to see 
from Fig. 7 that s = w,,,(T) - tr2(T) = b,,,(T) = u - u. Now the shape of the hook 
of white cells is (lS+‘, m - 1 -s - t). Also it is easy to see from Fig. 7 that the 
number of white cells in row 1 of T is u-l. Thus m-1-s--t=u-1 or 
m-t=u+s. Butsinces=v-uweseethatm-t=u+s=u. Nowthenumber 
of red cells in T, r(T) = t + 1. Thus the condition r(T) + w,,,(T) = p - r + 1 
becomest+l+s+t+l=p-r+lorp-r=s+2t+l.ThuswegetsuchaTof 
shape (lS,2’,u,v) iff p-r=s+2t+l and m-r=u+s=v. Finally we claim 
that we cancel T off with an R E U(m, r). That is, let R be the 3-colored diagram 
which results from T by changing all the cells in row 1 to white and changing the 
top s white cells plus the top blue cell in column 1 to red. Such an R is pictured in 
Fig. 10. 
It is easy to check that in R, r(R) + w,,,(R) = (s + 1 + t) + (t + 1) = s + 2t + 2 = 
p - r + 1. Moreover, J%,(R) = w + 1, t?&(R) = u, and r,.,(R) = s + 1 so that 
fbI(R)-~bz(R)=v+l-u=s+l~rc,I(R)+l 
R= 
Fig. 10. 
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since Y - u = s. Thus R is the element of U(m, r) that arises in Case III when 
p-r=s+2t+l. Thus if m--t=u+s=v and p-r=s+2t+l, Case III 
should contribute 
O=X(u=Sm-tSmin(u+s+l,v))[l-X(m--t=v=u+s)] 
to c~~~,~,,~,~) just as stated in our formula. Thus we see that Theorem 2.2 also holds 
when m =n. 0 
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